Documents Created By R2b Conversion

R2b conversion creates shell documents for eligibility. Situations in which shell documents are created and guidelines for completing are listed below:

Title IV-E Foster Care

- Documents (2626A) are created for Title IV-E Foster Care for open paid placements.
- The shell document will have a status of “pending”.
- The effective from date will be the removal date from FSFN

Guideline for completion:

- “Pending” eligibility documents can be completed (sent to FLORIDA) within 12 months of go-live; before case closure; before adoption, or if there are interim changes that need to be communicated to FLORIDA.

Medicaid

- Medicaid eligibility documents (2293) are created only when there is a 100% match between FSFN and FLORIDA at the time of conversion to R2b (August 7, 2009).
- There is no action required by the user when a match is found.

IV-E Adoption Subsidy - Eligible

- If the child is eligible (based on ICWSIS) then a shell document is created. The effective date in the FSFN record is created using the day and month from the current placement table in ICWSIS plus the current year (mm/yy/2009). The record is created as “complete.”
- There is no action required for the user for these records.

Non IV-E Adoption Subsidy

- If the child is ineligible for IV-E adoption subsidy (based on ICWSIS), a TANF Adoption record is created by R2b conversion. The effective date in the FSFN record is created using the day and month from the current placement table in ICWSIS plus the current year (mm/yy/2009). The record is created as “complete.”
- There is no action required for the user until the annual review. The R2b report “Adoption Eligibility Determinations Due” notifies the user when the annual review is needed.

**QUESTION:** Will a TANF Adoption record be created for Non IV-E cases that don’t qualify for TANF or IV-E funding? **ANSWER:** In ICWSIS they currently document the funding source to show they use IV-E funds, TANF funds or General Revenue. If they are using IV-E, conversion creates an Adoption IV-E with the status of eligible. If they are using TANF, conversion creates an Adoption IV-E with the status of ineligible and the Adoption TANF as Eligible. If they are using General Revenue, conversion creates an Adoption IV-E with the status of ineligible and the Adoption TANF as Ineligible.